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A Jewish family fleeing Nazi Germany in 1938 endures innumerable separations before they are

once again united.
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Reason for Reading: read aloud to the 10yo as part of our history curriculum.This is a gentle, quiet

story that is suitable for younger children (as a read loud) since it deals with the very early days of

Hitler's Germany, making one aware of the need for escape in those early days and how fortunate

were those who did manage to leave Germany before the atrocities began. The story is told from

Lisa's point of view, the second oldest girl of three, perhaps 11 years old. Their father has decided

that they will leave for America, so he goes first in order to get a job, a place to live and earn enough

money for the tickets for boat passage for the others. Lisa, Ruth (the older sister), little Annie and

mother must now fend for themselves until the time comes.The reader learns what it was like in

Germany for the Jews in those early days as their rights were slowly being taken from them. Then

father tells them they must go to Switzerland for safety immediately and here the majority of the

book takes place as the three girls and the mother are separated from each other as they are

looked after by different refugee helper families. They don't loose contact though and life goes on

through this tough and emotional time for them until finally just after hearing devastating news from



Berlin, Father sends the boat tickets for them to join him.An interesting story, full more of personal

drama set against the background of a turbulent time rather than outside drama of the era since we

are only at the very beginnings of Hitler's Germany here. A tale that tells the pressure of leaving

one's home and becoming refugee status in another country, accepting help but really unable to do

much for oneself, the waiting for the future to come and the worry for the loved ones left behind.
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